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Abstract

Building upon an original and fruitful research line, a recent paper by Hidalgo and Haus-
mann (2009) proposed new indicators of product sophistication and economic complexity
build solely upon international trade data, in their Method of Reflections. The authors find
their indicators for economic complexity to be highly related to countries’ income and show
evidence supporting their use as predictors of future growth in the short and long run. This
would make these indicators very appealing to empirical economists and policy-makers. This
work tests these properties for the indicators constructing them upon a more disaggregated
database and changing some other important methodological decisions. Results show that
MR indicators are strongly related to income and they can be considered good predictors
of long-term growth under certain conditions. Evidence supporting MR indicators as good
predictors of short-term growth could not be found.

Keywords: Method of reflections, growth, specialization, economic complexity.

Resumen

Aportando a una lı́nea de investigación original y fructı́fera, un reciente trabajo de Hidalgo y
Hausmann (2009) propuso una serie de nuevos indicadores para medir sofisticación de pro-
ductos y complejidad de la economı́a. Estos indicadores, agrupados en lo que se denominó el
Método de los Reflejos, pueden construirse ı́ntegramente utilizando solamente datos de com-
ercio internacional. Los autores encuentran que sus indicadores de complejidad económica
están altamente correlacionados con el ingreso per cápita de los paı́ses y presentan evidencia
que sustenta la conclusión de que estos indicadores pueden contribuir en la predicción del
crecimiento futuro en el corto y largo plazo. Esto volverı́a sus indicadores extremadamente
atractivos para los hacedores de polı́ticas económicas y los economistas empı́ricos. Este tra-
bajo se propone testear dichas propiedades construyendo los indicadores sobre una base de
datos diferente y alterando algunas otras decisiones metodológicas. Los resultados muestran
que los indicadores están efectivamente altamente correlacionados con el nivel de riqueza de
los paı́ses y pueden ser considerados buenos predictores del crecimiento en el largo plazo
bajo ciertas condiciones. No se pudo encontrar evidencia que respalde su poder predictivo
en el corto plazo.

Palabras clave: Método de los reflejos, especialización, crecimiento, complejidad económica.
JEL Classification numbers: O47, O33, F14.



1 Introduction

Should countries make a deliberate effort to change their specialization in order to enhance
their growth possibilities? If the answer is yes, then in which direction should the changes
be heading? These important questions are a matter of debate and are of key relevance to
policy-makers, especially in poor countries.

Classic growth and trade models state that the kind of specialization a country has does
not determine its future growth. Benchmark growth models like those in Ramsey (1928) or
Solow (1956) are built upon one product economies so no importance is given to the differ-
ence in production between countries. In trade literature, models focusing on specialization
are mostly based on the Heckscher-Ohlin model, which concludes that a country should spe-
cialize in activities that use intensively the resources that it has a relative advantage in (see
Heckscher and Ohlin (1991)). But again the model is mute on whether the specialization in
one kind of production yields higher growth than specialization in another.

Aside this tradition there are some early contributions paying attention to the fact that what
a country produces is related to its growth possibilities. For Prebisch (1949), the process
through which countries diverge in income levels is explained by their original specializa-
tion. While some countries initially specialized in high productivity activities, the rest spe-
cialized in a variety of activities with heterogeneous productivity levels which make this
second group grow at a lower average rate over the long run. Closer to the mainstream, in
Lewis (1954) it is possible to find one of the earliest models showing how growth processes
imply structural changes in the long run. In his model of two sectors, capital accumulation in
the high productivity sector induces growth but also determines the subtraction of labor from
the low productivity sector. Growth is therefore causing a structural change and therefore it
alters the specialization of the economy.

As time passed by, the empirical evidence that emerged strongly supported the idea that rich
countries produce different products than poor countries (see for example Sachs and Warner
(1995), Lall (2000), Hausmann, et al. (2007) or Ranjan Basu and Das (2011)). But even
though this idea has been around for a while and empirical evidence supporting it is strong,
there are still many works overlooking that fact.

Over the last few years new contributions have emerged on this debate. One particular
research line that has received great attention from economic advisers and policy-makers
around the world is that started by Hausmann and Rodrik (2003) and further developed by
many works, the most recent being Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011). This line of works fo-
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cused on the idea that the production of some products have a stronger impact on growth
than the production of others. In Hausmann et al. (2007) there is a proposal to measure
the contribution each product makes to the growth process and, building on that, they also
presented a synthetic measure of the growth possibilities of nations according to what they
are currently producing. The potential these tools have to be used for policy-making recom-
mendation is huge and, as will be shown, did not go unnoticed been implemented in plenty
of policy-oriented documents.

Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) further developed these tools presenting the Method of Re-

flections (MR) which provides an original approach to the measure of product sophistication

and economic complexity, based only on product’s international trade data. The main argu-
ment is that the required capabilities for the production of one good can only be partially
substituted by some others and so the set of capabilities in the economy determines what can
be potentially produced in it. Sophisticated goods (i.e. those requiring a large set of diverse
capabilities) will be produced only by complex economies (i.e. those having a large diver-
sity of capabilities) which implies that the characteristics of a country’s current production
determine its growth possibilities. The authors claim that by looking at what a country is ex-
porting with revealed comparative advantages their indicators are able to extract information
about each countries’ productive capabilities and provide a synthetic measure of economic
complexity that is not only related to countries’ current income but can predict future growth
in the long and short run as well.

This work proposes to test the robustness of these properties by constructing MR indicators
over a different dataset and by changing some important methodological decisions. The use
of trade data in a six-digit aggregation level (opposed to the four-digit aggregation data used
by the authors to support the properties) allows for a greater accuracy in the distinction of dif-
ferent products’ capability requirements which makes it more suitable for the construction of
the indicators. This work also presents results using different country samples, changing the
revealed comparative advantage parameter in the construction of the indicators and including
control variables in the analysis to see whether results are depending on these decisions or
not. By performing these robustness checks for such a promising set of indicators this work
aims to contribute to the debate on the influence specialization has on growth and, more par-
ticularly, aims at providing useful information to policy-makers concerned about structural
change.

The organization of this work is as follows. Section 2 overviews the main works exploring
the relationship between specialization and growth and identifies among them the main ideas
that provide theoretical support for the use of complexity indicators like the ones proposed
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by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) to predict future growth. Section 3 explains the empirical
strategy this work follows. Section 4 presents the database used and Section 5 present the
MR indicators and their most important features. Section 6 introduces the filter applied by
this work to select the different country samples used in income and growth regressions and
Section 7 presents the main control variables to include. Results for the different exercises
performed in this work are shown in Section 8. Finally Section 9 concludes.

2 Related literature

Many papers have underlined the strong relationship between specialization and growth.
This section will not provide an exhaustive list of all of them since that escapes the objective
of this work. Instead, the aim of the section is to briefly identify the main theoretical contri-
butions explaining why this link exists.

The debate on which may be the driving forces behind the fact that specializing in some
products yield higher growth than others can be organized differentiating two broad groups:
first, the group of works arguing that the main difference comes from the international de-
mand, and then a second group of works claiming that the reason relies within countries and
is supply-based.

2.1 Demand-side arguments

From a Keynesian perspective some works argue that the relationship comes from the influ-
ence global demand has on growth possibilities. For example Thirlwall (1979) and Thirlwall
and Hussain (1982) explain that demand for some products has lower income-elasticity than
the demand of some others which implies that, for a poor country to converge to the rich
countries (i.e. to outgrow the rest of the countries) it must specialize its production in the
second group of goods. These contributions provided a very solid argument to explain why
some natural-resource based economies, like those in Latin-America, were not growing as
expected.

Deepening the demand side studies, Passinetti (1981) proposes a multi-sectoral model to
analyse the changes of the productive structure of a country during the development process.
His model includes different demand elasticities for each sector. This allowed him to con-
clude that transformations of the productive structure will impact directly upon the growth
rate of a country.

More recently Araujo and Lima (2007) derived a growth rate consistent with balance of pay-
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ments equilibrium in a multi-sectoral model, making a connection between Thirlwall’s and
Passineti’s contributions. Their model has two countries with different income levels and
each of them has a multiplicity of productive sectors. They find that a growth rate that is
compatible with balance of payment stability of the poor country must be proportional to the
growth rate of its exports. Moreover they find the proportionality factor to be affected posi-
tively by the income-elasticity of its export demands, and negatively by the income-elasticity
of its import demands. Each of these income elasticities are weighted by coefficients that
measure the share of each sector in the total volumes of exports and imports, which im-
plies that a country can achieve a sustainable and converging growth rate, even with constant
income-elasticities, if it manages to modify its productive structure appropriately.

2.2 Supply-side arguments

Arguments coming from the supply side are closer to the ideas behind the MR indicators.
In this part of the literature the argument is mostly based upon the assumption that some
sectors can absorb more technological advances than others and this implies that countries
where those sectors are relatively more important have larger growth rates in the long term.
One of the earliest examples of this literature is in Baumol (1967). The paper presents a
model with two sectors, a progressive sector (that incorporates innovations at a high rate)
and a stagnant sector (that does it at a lower rate), and shows that with such a setting the pro-
gressive sector will decrease its relative costs and prices as it incorporates technology and
the stagnant sector will tend to vanish. Structural change will then take place as the economy
develops. The author also explains that if the government were to make an effort in order
for the stagnant sector to maintain its share in total output (e.g. through subsidies), then the
economy will allocate an increasing part of its resources to this sector. Such an economy
will have a lower growth rate than one where the stagnant sector decreases.

The endogenous growth literature also pointed to the fact that there are some productive
processes that contribute more than others to growth. In Romer (1986), Aghion and Howitt
(1992) and Grossman and Helpman (1991) the authors present models with technologically
advanced sectors where structural change is the main driver of long term growth. In their
models, structural change comes through the accumulation of new capital, the increase of
labor division or greater quality goods. They all agree that structural change (i.e. changing
what you are producing) influences growth through technological externalities, indivisibili-
ties and complementarities in productive processes.

Within the endogenous growth literature Fagerberg (1994) provides a very clear exposition
of the importance of abandoning the assumption of technology being a free good. The author
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explains how this assumption is behind the prediction of equal growth rates across countries
in the neoclassical setting: if growth is mostly explained by technological progress and this
is a shared good across nations, then every integrated economy will eventually grow at the
same rate in the long run, and the only possibility for observing differences in growth rates is
during transitional dynamics. By allowing technological progress not to be perfectly trans-
ferable, the possibility for everlasting heterogeneous growth rates arises.

There is also a vast literature showing how the development process implies to a great extent
the diversification of the production. In Acemoglu and Zilibotti (1997) the authors argue that
the earlier stage of development is characterized by countries having a limited amount of
resources to dedicate to a multiplicity of imperfectly correlated investment projects. Having
options implies that each economy’s risk can be diversified. All projects are subject to sig-
nificant indivisibilities and differ in their degree of uncertainty about their returns, but at the
earliest stage of development relatively safe projects are scarce. This is why initially coun-
tries that have a poor resource endowment will try to diversify risks by choosing safe but less
productive projects which will yield a slow initial growth rate. Additionally, by choosing
between a smaller pool of options, the risk will end up being larger than in richer countries.
The authors therefore arrive to an explanation to why poor countries face slower and more
volatile growth processes than richer countries based on their different specialization.

The former contribution could be complemented with the works of Imbs and Wacziarg
(2003), Klinger and Lederman (2004 and 2006) and Cadot et al. (2011) who provide em-
pirical evidence showing the increasing diversification behind most countries’ development
process. All these works agree in that diversification is a common feature at early stages of
development: poor countries grow by diversifying their production. They also point out that
more advanced stages of development bring some degree of specialization.2

The MR indicators this work tests are one of the outcomes of a research line that can be
considered to begin with Hausmann and Rodrik (2003). The authors underline that special-
izing on some products can bring higher growth than specializing in some others focusing on
the concept of cost discovery: to undertake a new production within a country it is required
that one pioneer firm takes the first step and discovers what the real costs of production are
(i.e. invests in cost discovery). This pioneer has private losses if it fails but generates spills
over for the entire economy if it succeeds as new information will be available to all firms.
The resulting externality implies that the activity of cost discovery will be under-provided

2All works coincide in that the turning point where diversification stops and specialization begins is at a
medium-to-high level of per capita GDP. Cadot et al. (2011, p. 594) conclude that “...both the existence of a
turning point in export concentration and its location around a GDP per capita of about $22,000 to $27,000 at
PPP in constant 2005 international dollars —a very late point in the development process— are fairly robust.”
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in decentralized economies (compared to the centralized economy solution) unless the state
implements a policy to make firms internalize it. This is, according to the authors, behind the
different development path between South-East Asian countries and Latin-American coun-
tries in the second part of the last century: while the first group had the state aiding the
private sector in cost discovery activities the second group did not.

In Hausmann et al. (2007) the authors argue that some products have a higher level of asso-
ciated productivity than others and therefore specializing in these products will bring higher
growth. They associated this phenomenon with the existence of a high income-elasticity de-
mand for these products (see Hausmann et al. (2007), p. 23) and thus they considered here a
demand oriented explanation of their finding (although the paper tackles only marginally the
analysis of its driving forces). This paper constituted a strong argument for state promoted
structural change: if rich countries export rich country products then in order to become a
rich country an effort should be made to reach production of such goods. In order to evaluate
empirically which are those products that are related with higher income levels the authors
proposed and indicator (PRODY ) that assigns to each product the per capita GDP of coun-
tries that export it with revealed comparative advantages. Then they built another indicator
that approaches an economy’s wealth in sophistication by calculating the average PRODY of
each country’s exports basket (EXPY ), and showed that this indicator is a good predictor of
future growth.

Going one step further, Hausmann and Klinger (2007) and Hidalgo et al. (2007) proposed
an index of distance between any two products in terms of their production requirements. To
construct this index (called proximity) they use trade data to measure how much exporting
product a is contributing to the probability that product b is exported as well by a country.
Notice how it is possible to find the notion of capabilities allowing different kind of pro-
ductions already present in these works, which implies the authors shifted to a supply-side
explanation of why some products contribute more to the growth process than others.

The matrix containing a measure of proximity for every pair of products constitutes what the
authors called the Product Space. This matrix allows to compute the benefit of starting the
production of some new good, not for the intrinsic value of doing so (which could be mea-
sured by PRODY ), but for its strategic value, i.e. for how much the production of this good
contributes to the probability of engaging the production of other new goods. In Hidalgo
et al. (2007) the authors show that more densely connected products in the Product Space

were also products having a greater valuation in terms of PRODY , so the conclusion was
very clear: countries producing these goods are countries that have it easier to grow since
not only their current production is correlated with high income levels but their diversifying
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options are correlated with high income as well.

In addition these works suggested a measure of distance between any non produced product
and the current production of the economy which they called density. This measure, along
with PRODY , has great potential for policy-making. After all, if it is possible to measure
how easy it is for a country to produce a new good and also to establish how much each
product contributes to per capita income, then it is possible to have a clear idea of which
products should be stimulated and which prevented. The policy-recommendation quality of
the indicators did not go unnoticed, many documents were written using them with that pur-
pose (see for example Hausmann and Klinger (2006), Record and Nghardsaysone (2010),
Abdon and Felipe (2011) or Jankowska et al. (2012)).

There are two main things these works provide to the foundation upon which MR indica-
tors are constructed. First, these works underline the idea that the distance between any two
goods’ productive requirements is different for every pair. This idea is at odds with neoclas-
sic literature which, by using a production function for all outputs, overlooks this fact. This
notion constitutes the cornerstone of this research line and is of central importance for the
construction of MR indicators. Second, the introduction of indicators that allow an empirical
approximation to the concepts of product sophistication (PRODY ) and economic complexity
(EXPY ) provided the basis for MR indicators.

Although PRODY and EXPY represented original contributions there were possibilities for
their improvement. The fact that the indicators used per capita GDP in the valuation of
products’ sophistication meant that there was some degree of endogeneity embedded in the
conclusion that rich countries were exporting rich country products. This motivated Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009) to present a new set of indicators, further developed in Hidalgo (2009)
and Hidalgo and Hausmann (2010), in their Method of Reflections, which drops the use of
per capita GDP to evaluate products’ sophistication. Instead, the new proposal exploits to the
fullest the information inside the global trade matrix: the authors claim to achieve measures
of product sophistication and economic complexity by looking only at who is exporting what.
As will be explained in Section 5 indicators are constructed following an iterative process
that gathers more and more information with each iteration. At the first level economic com-
plexity is measured only by the quantity of goods exported by each country, but then each
successive iteration enriches the indicator adding information about how many countries are
also exporting the same products, how many products are exported by those countries and so
on. The iterative process goes on until iterations cease to add useful information.

In Hidalgo (2009) the author shows that MR indicators of product sophistication and eco-
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nomic complexity are highly correlated with PRODY and EXPY respectively, and in Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009) the authors present evidence supporting the properties this work tests
, i.e. that MR complexity indicators are highly related to countries’ income and help predict
their future growth both in the long run and in the short run. Serving the same purposes than
PRODY and EXPY but with less shortcomings this new set of indicators are even more ap-
pealing than those previously suggested by Hausmann et al. (2007). If properties assigned to
these indicators are robust then not only can they help diagnosing a country’s future growth
perspectives (by measuring its economic complexity) but also they can provide a list of goods
that enable the country improve its situation (evaluating their product sophistication). Using
density to complement the analysis it would also be possible to obtain hints about which of
these goods require a less number of new capabilities and therefore are easier to reach with
the country’s current productive structure. If this is so, these tools are likely to be used as
an important information source for policy making throughout the world. This possibility
provides enough justification to the task proposed in this work.

Finally Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) present a model to formalize the theoretical ideas
accompanying the indicators developments. They conclude that countries with fewer capa-
bilities have lower incentives to accumulate new ones. This is because the pay-off they get
from an extra capability is lower compared to the one that a country with many capabilities
gets, as it will enable the production of a smaller number of new products. This is called by
the authors the quiescence trap and implies a sort of increasing returns to diversification that
helps explain the divergence in growth across countries.

2.3 A discussion on the main concepts stemming from the literature

The line of research started by Hausmann and Rodrik (2003) has so far refined both its
methodological proposals and its theoretical framework. This section presents a more de-
tailed discussion of the main concepts needed to explain why economic complexity can
affect growth and relates these concepts to ideas from previously existing literature.

The concept of economic complexity is in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) related to the
amount of technological capabilities a country has. Having many diverse capabilities im-
plies having what it is required to produce many different products. Similarly, a product
is considered sophisticated when it requires a great amount of different capabilities in its
production process. In Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) the authors show evidence suggest-
ing that poor countries export a small quantity of products that many other countries export
while rich countries export those products plus some others that are more rarely exported.
This suggests, as the authors point out, that poor countries have accumulated fewer and more
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commonly spread capabilities than richer countries.

The authors do not provide a precise definition of capabilities, but if it includes anything that
is fundamental for the production of at least one good, then it can be concluded that the con-
cept is very broad. Tangible things like having certain natural resource or some machine are
necessary for the production of some products, but also non-tangible things like having an
innovative environment or solid institutions might be necessary for the development of some
others. It can therefore be seen how this line of research is easily connected with about any
of the different branches within the growth literature: geography, demography, institutions,
learning by doing processes and a large etcetera.

Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) explain that non-tradable capabilities are the ones responsible
for a country’s productivity. But, as will be clear in section 5, the capabilities measured by
the MR need not be non-tradable. It is actually more suitable to include tradables into the
concept as well since this would help explaining how some countries have acquired so many
capabilities over time.

It is also important to notice that the MR approach implicitly points at the fact that some
capabilities are more valuable than others. If the value of a given capability is the quantity
of production processes in which it has a vital role, then a multi-purpose capability is going
to be much more valuable than a very specific capability that only plays a role in a limited
number of production processes.

The main theoretical ideas behind the Method of Reflections seem very much related to some
of those previously underlined by the neo-schumpeterian or evolutionist literature on tech-
nology and innovation processes. In some of the most renown works related to this literature
it is possible to find descriptions of the main characteristics behind the innovation process
that are very close to what the authors this work follows are using. In Dosi (1982) for exam-
ple, the author defines technology as the accumulated pieces of knowledge a country has and
explains that these pieces of knowledge can be the result of a physical innovation or simply
the outcome of learning. The author emphasises that the pieces of knowledge that form an
economy’s technology can be something already applied to production or not, so they deter-
mine current and also future production. It is easy to see the similarity between the concept
of capability and these pieces of knowledge. Closing the link between the two approaches it
can be said that what Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) consider a complex economy could be
considered as technologically rich by Dosi (1982).

Dosi (1982) also provides a characterization of the technological development process that
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resembles the approach MR authors give to the process of capabilities’ accumulation and
is also very similar to what endogenous growth authors have in mind. First, Dosi (1982,
p. 154) explains that there are strong complementarities between different pieces of knowl-
edge, which means that the accumulation or depletion of one of them can foster or hinder
the accumulation of some other. Another characteristic is that the accumulation of knowl-
edge is cumulative to some extent (i.e. a region incorporates knowledge upon what it already
has) and this implies that technological trajectories with some degree of path dependence
will emerge. Finally the author states that it is not possible to evaluate ex ante how fruitful
any chosen technological trajectory will be, so any technological choice has some degree of
uncertainty. It is noticeable how these ideas resemble those already mentioned by Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009), Hausmann et al. (2007) and Hausmann and Rodrik (2003).

Other contributions from the evolutionary theory can complete the characterization of the
process through which economies build-up their complexity. Nelson and Winter (1982) for
instance underline the concept of routines, which refers to the way firms do things (see
Nelson and Winter (1982, p 14)), and is according to the authors a key element in the learning
process. This helps understand the great importance that tacit knowledge (which seems
to be one of the main things MR authors are including to in the concept of capabilities)
has in that process. The authors also explain how the process of economic evolution is
cumulative relating it with a Markov process: each industry, in each time period, bears the
seeds of its condition in the next. In the type of technological process they describe, when a
technological choice has to be taken, there is uncertainty regarding the final outcome of that
decision and the choice actually made will determine the outcome of the economy. A wrong
choice can lead to a situation of disadvantage in comparison to other countries or even to a
technological dead-end given the discontinuities that exist in some technological branches.
This can explain complexity and income divergence throughout the world.

3 Empirical strategy

The main objective of this work is to submit to different robustness test the propositions
stating that MR indicators of economic complexity are strongly related to per capita income,
and can function as predictors of future growth in the short and long run. In order to do so
the first thing this work does is to compute MR indicators upon a different (and arguably
more suitable) dataset. Section 4 will introduce the dataset chosen and explain the appealing
features it has for this work.

Then it is useful to identify whatever arbitrary decision that may exist in the construction
of the MR indicators, since these are potential sources of variations in the results. Section 5
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presents the indicators and provides this information,, signalling the parameter that is subject
to alterations in robustness checks performed in Section 8.

It is also helpful to identify the main features and vulnerabilities the indicators have, as done
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, to better interpret the results obtained.

Finally the results of the robustness checks are presented in Section 8, where each of the
properties is treated independently. The first step is to present results obtained by computing
the same regressions in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) upon the dataset proposed here and
comparing these results with those from the authors. Then conditions that must be fulfilled
in order to get significant results are explored. Finally modifications in the methodology are
introduced to evaluate how much are results depending on them.

4 Data

This work’s main source of information is export data from the Base pour l’Analyse du Com-

merce International (International Trade Database at the Product Level, BACI from here on),
as reported by Gaulier and Zignago (2010) from CEPII. The BACI reports values and quan-
tities of product exports from country i to country j in the first version of the Harmonized
Commodity Description and Coding System (HS0) at a six-digit aggregation level for the
period 1995-2007. This database uses UNCOMTRADE data and applies to it an harmoniza-
tion method to match records declared by the exporter with those made by the importer as
detailed in Gaulier and Zignago (2010).

UNCOMTRADE data does not include flows below 1,000 US dollars but accounts for more
than 95% of total world trade. In order to have the same countries and products in every
year, it is necessary to drop some observations3. The final sample used here is composed of
178 countries and 4948 products for each of the 13 years of the period. Table 1 resumes the
most important descriptive statistics of the database.

The use of this database constitutes an important methodological departure from what is
used in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) to test MR indicators’ properties and is one of the
main changes proposed here to test their robustness. Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) uses as
main source of information Feenstra et al. (2005) database which gathers UNCOMTRADE,
Standard International Trade Classification (SITC), revision 4, data at a four-digit aggrega-

3Countries being-left out are the Vatican City, Serbia and Montenegro, San Marino and the Occidental
Palestinian Territories which represent less than 0.09 % of total trade in the sample for each year considered
here.
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Table 1: Exports (in thousands of US dollars), descriptive statistics per year

tion level and also matches export and import reports covering the period 1962-20004. The
selection of the BACI was made pursuing the idea that more disaggregated data can feed the
MR indicators with more accurate information: when evaluating product sophistication in
terms of the amount of capabilities required to produce one good, it is more suitable to use
the most disaggregated data available since this allows a sharper distinction between prod-
ucts and thus a better specification of the capabilities required for each one. For example,
to have six-digit data allows to differentiate between product 847010 which is the code for
electronic calculators and product 847050 which denotes cash registers, or between product
901710, drafting tables and product 901730, micrometers, callipers and gauges. As will be
clear in the next section there is valuable information in the fact that some country is for
example exporting both products in one of these pairs but some other only exports one of
them, and this is exactly the type of information MR indicators nourish from.

Notice the time span allowed by the use of the Feenstra et al. (2005) dataset is much longer
than the one in the BACI (although only data starting from 1985 is used by Hidalgo and
Hausmann (2009) when testing the three properties this work focuses on). This constitutes
an important shortcoming in the use of the later. In particular this work is not going to be
able to test the performance of MR indicators as predictors of future growth in a 20-year
period as done in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). However this should not prevent this work
to find that MR indicators significantly predict future growth given that MR indicators are

4The authors explain they have checked the validity of their results with different databases. In particular
they used UNCOMTRADE HS data at four-digit level (covering 1241 products and 103 countries) and North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) with data at six-digit aggregation level (318 products, 150
countries). Unfortunately results stemming from the use of these datasets are not presented. Although the use
of the NAICS has the same aggregation level than the BACI the quantity of products contained in that dataset
is much lower.
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supposed to perform well as predictors of future growth in the short term as well (Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009) find significant results for MR complexity indicators in growth re-
gressions using only five-years periods). The use of a shorter time period has the benefit
of being able to work with a larger quantity of countries: while this work uses trade and
income information for 177 countries for the whole period, the same can only be said for 95
countries in the period analysed in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009).

The use of the HS classification instead of the SITC classification does not imply an impor-
tant change, results are not expected to differ due to this.

Other auxiliary data comes from the World Development Indicators (WDI) as reported by
the World Bank5, except data on population and per capita GDP at PPP for which the work
uses data from the Penn World Tables 7.0 (PWT) as reported by Heston et al. (2011). This is
because PWT provides information for a greater number of countries in each year of the time
span used here. In fact the only cases of missing values in per capita income and population
belong to Timor-Leste in the period 1995-1999.

5 The method of reflections

This section explains how MR indicators are constructed. Every step specified in this section
follows the proposals made by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and Hidalgo (2010) unless
indicated otherwise.

The first step is to consider as exported by a country only those products for which the
country has revealed comparative advantages. By doing this MR indicators will consider
only those products for which the country has proven to be competitive in world markets.
The authors propose to use Balassa’s revealed comparative advantage index (Balassa, 1986),
RCAc,p, which is computed as follows:

RCAc,p =

xc,p
∑
p

xc,p

∑
c

xc,p

∑
c,p

xc,p

(1)

where xc,p is the export value of product p by country c. The RCAc,p gives the importance
of a product p in country c’s export basket relative to the importance that the same product
has in worldwide trade. The importance a product has for a country could be measured dif-
ferently, for example an indicator where products are weighted by their sophistication could

5Available at http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators.
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have been used. This work follows strictly MR author’s proposal in order to keep results
comparable.

A threshold that separates those products that are exported with comparative advantages by
a country from those which are not must be established. Then it is possible to build a matrix
of countries and products in which every component follows the next rule:

Mc,p =

{
1 i f RCAc,p ≥ R∗

0 otherwise
(2)

Authors propose R∗=1 as threshold which means the MR indicators will consider as exported
by a country only those products that have a higher or equal weight in the country’s export
basket than in global trade. The R∗ threshold will be subject to changes in this work when
robustness checks are required.

Using the Mc,p matrix, it is possible to build the MR’s simpler indicators following:

kp,0 =
Nc

∑
c=1

Mc,p (3)

kc,0 =
Np

∑
p=1

Mc,p (4)

being Np the total number of products considered (here Np = 4948) and Nc the total number
of countries used in the dataset (Nc = 178). Equation (3) establishes that kp,0 measures the
number of countries exporting product p, so it is a measure of that product’s ubiquity. Indi-
cator kp,0 can also be seen as a simple measure of product p’s sophistication: if a product is
exported by few countries it might indicate that technological capabilities required to do so
are rare. Similarly, equation (4) shows how kc,0 gives a measure of the number of products
exported by country c, and so it measures country’s diversification. This indicator can also
be seen as a very simple index of country c’s complexity, since a diversified economy must
have acquired many technological capabilities to be successful in many productive processes.

But these are only rough approximations to the concepts of product sophistication and eco-
nomic complexity. Suppose we have two different countries both with similar diversification
levels, but one is small and has achieved its diversification level by acquiring different ca-
pabilities and the other one is large and the only reason it has a diversified export basket is
because of its size. It would be desirable for an indicator of economic complexity to discrimi-
nate between these two very different countries. The same thing can happen when evaluating
product sophistication. It could be possible to find two products with very low ubiquity lev-
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els for very different reasons: one could be a very rare extraction product (exported by few
countries only because the basic natural resource is not commonly available but not requiring
any other valuable asset that could also be used in the production of another sophisticated
product), while the other product could be rarely exported because the process to produce it
is so complicated and requires so many different capabilities that only few countries manage
to do it efficiently. Again, it would be desirable that an indicator of product sophistication is
able to discriminate both cases appropriately. This is exactly the purpose of what follows.

The MR proposes to complement the initial information about diversification and ubiquity
by exploiting to the fullest the information contained in trade data to better establish each
country complexity and each product sophistication. This is done by following the iterative
proccess described in the following equations:

kp,n =
1

kp,0

Nc

∑
c=1

Mc,p.kc,n−1 (5)

kc,n =
1

kc,0

Np

∑
p=1

Mc,p.kp,n−1 (6)

where n is the number of iterations used to define indicators kp,n and kc,n. The result of these
iterations yields two vectors of indicators: on the one hand vector kp = {kp,0,kp,1, ...,kp,n}
defined for each product p, and on the other vector kc = {kc,0,kc,1, ...,kc,n} defined for every
country c.

5.1 Interpretation of the indicators

This section will provide interpretations for the MR indicators, which will help to under-
stand why the iterative process makes them gain useful information. Focus will be given to
kc components since the final aim of this work is to test whether these indicators are related
to income and can predict future growth. To facilitate interpretation let’s consider the sim-
plest cases. Equation (4) shows that kc,0 is only counting the number of products exported
by country c, and by equation (3), kp,0 is the counting of countries exporting product p. Fol-
lowing equation (6), it is possible to see that kc,1 is the average ubiquity of products exported
by country c, while equation (5) shows that kp,1 is the average diversification of countries
exporting product p. Moving to the second iteration stage, kc,2 is the average diversification
of countries exporting products that country c exports as well. Similarly, kp,2 is the average
ubiquity of products exported by countries also exporting product p.

By comparing kc,i results for very different countries it is possible to get a better idea of how
the MR uses trade data to get rid of distortionary effects and reach an evaluation of economic
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complexity. Let’s take a look for example at the different trajectories that India and Japan
follow as i grows for kc,i, using data for the last year in the sample (2007). Results show
that kIndia,0 = 1693 which ranks India in the 7th place of the ranking of 178 countries, above
Japan that has a kJapan,0 = 1259 and its in the 17th place. This could be considered as a first
rough approximation to economic complexity, but of course the level of kc,0 only indicates
the quantity of products country c is exporting with RCA ≥ 1, so it is probably very much
influenced by country size. To really evaluate economic complexity more information is re-
quired.

With i = 1 results are kIndia,1 = 13.85782 and kJapan,1 = 11.37679. This is the result of
weighting each exported product by the number of countries exporting that product, which
gives an idea of how difficult it is to do what the country under evaluation is doing. Notice
that even though India exports more products, the average number of countries exporting
what Japan is exporting is lower which could imply that Japan is actually a more complex
economy. This result is less related to country size but on the other hand it does not say
much about the quantity of products being exported by each country. It could be the case
that Japan’s exports are rare mainly because it is a country that has a very rare natural re-
source and it concentrates its exports among low sophisticated derivatives of that resource.
This situation would not be close to the concept of economic complexity defined by the lit-
erature. So again, at this level of iterations the information extracted from trade data is not
providing something that could be considered close enough to the idea of complexity.

Now, when i = 2 results are kIndia,2 = 1011.534 and kJapan,2 = 1126.783 ranking India in
the 22th place while Japan reaches the 2nd position. According to the interpretation given
to the indicators, the average diversification of countries exporting what Japan exports is
greater than the same figure for India. This gives the idea that the Japanese economy can be
considered more complex than the Indian economy. The kc,2 is clearly less correlated with
distortionary features like country size or specialization in extraction-type products than the
less iterated components of the kc vector. This example has shown that an indicator with
i = 2 is closer to the idea of economic complexity than other indicators where i < 2. Notice
that the same could be done for products.

The interpretation of the MR indicators gets harder as the number of iterations is increased,
since every vector component gathers information from the preceding components. But this
also means that elements coming from higher iterations will have more information and their
correlation with economic complexity or product sophistication will be stronger. Therefore,
every component of vector kc can be considered as a measure of an economy’s complexity
and the higher the iteration the more information it has. On the other hand, components
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of vector kp can be considered as measures of product sophistication since they collect in-
formation about product’s ubiquity and with successive iterations they manage to include
information about the complexity of the exporters of those products as well.

If highly iterated kc indicators approach economic complexity one could expect these indica-
tors to be explained by different kinds of capabilities. Table 2 shows results of pooled OLS
estimations with even kc indicators as dependent variables, and different indexes represent-
ing different kinds of capabilities as explanatory variables. Each indicator from the kc vector
is standardized in order to make coefficients comparable with each other. White’s estimator
is used to obtain robust standard errors.

Table 2: Pooled OLS estimations of different variables explaining kc even indicators

All explanatory variables were taken from the WDI. The logarithm of the gross rate of en-
rolment in tertiary education (ltertiary) is used to approximate human capital, the inflation
rate (in f lation) is used to approximate macroeconomic stability and the real interest rate is
incorporated as a measure of the financial cost of engaging a productive project (realint).
Other variables were included like a measure of economic openness (openk), the share of
GDP destined to government consumption (govC) which measures the importance of the
public sector in the economy, the share of GDP coming from industry (indvaluep) and total
natural resources rents as a percentage of GDP (naturalres). Finally a control for the size of
the economy was included which is measured by the logarithm of the economy’s population
(l pop).

It is remarkable how, although all regressions are significant as a whole at 1%, the percentage
of the kc indicators explained by these variables is high for low iterated indicators, and low
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for high iterated indicators. Since every specification uses the same number of regressors and
observations, comparisons using adjusted-R2 are straightforward. In particular, the adjusted-
R2 in specification 1 rises up to 0.66 which implies that explanatory variables account for
a large part of the variation of the standardised kc,0 (being l pop responsible for the largest
share). Specification 10 reports a very little adjusted-R2 (0.05) implying that the same ex-
planatory variables only explain a small fraction of the standardised kc,18 despite being all of
them significant (except for l pop). These results present evidence supporting the affirmation
that highly iterated indicators are much more complex and capture many more dimensions
of economic complexity than less iterated indicators, since the greatest part of their variation
is explained by unobservables.

Table 2 also shows that, as expected, population looses significance as i increases. Moreover,
the worse the macro-environment (the higher the inflation rate or the real interest rate) the
lower all kc indicators will be. Finally, human capital and openness are both always positive
and significant at 1% for any iteration level.

The iterative process in the MR could go on forever, but as will be shown below there exists
a threshold after which the marginal information stemming from an extra iteration is not
significant in terms of the changes it makes of countries’ or products’ sorting. As will be
shown in the following section there is a limit to the information that can be extracted form
trade data and the indicators reach that limit asymptotically as i→ ∞.

5.2 Main features of the indicators

Figure 1 shows the value for each country in every kc,i indicator as i grows (for even and odd
indicators). Only data from 2007 has been used to simplify the exposition but the same pic-
ture emerges every year. As shown in both panels, when i grows the MR indicators converge
to their mean, which is not surprising given that they are built as averages of other averages.
The figure also shows that odd components inside a vector will converge to a certain mean
while even components tend to another (this is shown for kc,i but it also holds for kp,i). This
too is as expected given the way indicators are constructed: in building kc,i information from
kp,i−1 is used but information from kc,i−1 is not and the same happens in the construction
of kp,i. Thus, odd components do not contribute with any information in the construction of
even components within the same vector, and vice versa.

This convergence-to-the-mean effect implies that highly iterated indicators have a very nar-
row range (the greatest standard deviation among all years for kc,18 is of 0.007 in 1995 where
the minimum value is 930.98 and the maximum is 931.02). Despite this, the small differ-
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Figure 1: kc,i results for all countries as i grows. Even and odd i (2007)
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ences between countries that exist in these indicators yield a more stable ranking of countries
than those stemming from less iterated indicators. Figure A.1 shows the ranking of the 178
countries for every even i. Colors are assigned according to each country’s positioning in the
last iteration (i = 18). This figure also uses only data for 2007 but the same conclusion arises
for every year. Figure A.1 shows how the sorting tends to stabilize as i increases. This fact
implies that when i is low, information extracted from trade data has an important marginal
contribution, while when i is high the marginal informational contribution of an extra itera-
tion is very low.

As explained in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and was already discussed here, highly-
iterated indicators sort countries in a more stable way because they gather more information
from trade data and therefore they eliminate important distortionary effects, one of them be-
ing country size. Figure A.1 shows how big countries like China or India are ranked highly
according to kc,0 (which only considers the diversity of exports), not so high according to kc,2

(when the index considers which countries are also exporting the same products) and they
reach a lower definitive index level at kc,18.

Figure 1 also shows that the final mean for even components (i.e. that of kc,18) is 953.63 while
that for odd components (corresponding to kc,19) is 22.84. This shows an evident difference
in the units of measure of each of these families, given by the fact that even components are
making an average of products while odd components average countries (remember the in-
terpretation done for equation (6) at different i levels). This implies that even indicators are
positively correlated with per capita income (the more products being exported the higher
economic complexity should be), odd indicators are negatively correlated with per capita
income (more countries exporting what country c exports means that capabilities required
to do so are not rare and therefore the lower country c’s complexity). Obviously, this also
means that the two families of indicators are negatively related to each other.
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Figure 2 shows the correlations of indicators from each family with per capita income. The
figure also shows that the correlation with country’s per capita GDP is much higher for higher
iterated indicators implying that the sorting stemming from higher iterations could be con-
sidered as the one that better reflects countries’ complexity.

Figure 2: Correlation between kc,i indicators and per capita GDP as i increases (2007)
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Even though even and odd indicators nourish from different sources of information highly
iterated indicators from both families yield very similar rankings for countries and products.
Figure 3 compares the sorting of countries stemming from kc,17 and kc,18 (again, the figure
is made only with data from the year 2007 to simplify exposition). The second panel adds
a reference point by showing the comparison between two indicator from the same family
but with very different iteration levels like kc,18 and kc,2. It can be seen that correlations
are important and they are very strong between high iterated indicators. In fact correlations
between kc,18 and either kc,17 or kc,19 is lower than -0.995 for every year in the sample used.
Strong correlations can also be found between lower iterated indicators, e.g. the correlation
between kc,4 and kc,5 is lower than -0.91 for every year.

When looking at the ranking of countries according to their kc,18 sorting, it can be seen
that there are some clear evolutions that go along intuition. Figure A.2 presents the evolu-
tion of the kc,18 ranking over the period 1995-2007 where such evolutions can be found. In
this figure colors are assigned according to each country positioning in the last year (2007).
There, Malaysia, Thailand and Viet Nam, which are well known cases of increasingly com-
plex economies, exhibit a markedly upward trend in their ranking positioning over the years.
Most countries however do not present such a clear trend, which is why most countries end
within the same neighbourhood they started in (it is possible to see tranches of colors more
or less defined in the figure).
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Figure 3: Ranking comparison kc,18 vs. kc,2 and kc,18 vs. kc,17 (2007)
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Figure A.2 also shows the variability of the kc,18 ranking. Many countries experience large
changes from one year to the next. Keep in mind that economic complexity is, according to
the literature, a long term phenomenon: countries build their economic complexity through
a long and costly process of acquiring (and destroying) capabilities. This implies that strong
and sudden changes should not be usual in an indicator that approximates economic com-
plexity.

Figure 4 plots the maximum variation in terms of the kc,18 ranking from one year to the
next (called f ) for each country against its kc,18 level in 2007. The figure shows how vari-
ation is increasing from the first positions until the 80th place and remains stable after that.
This means that more complex countries (i.e. those occupying the higher places in the kc,18

ranking) present a more stable position. Given that the dataset used here considers matched
values from exporters and importers to reach the final value of a given purchase, it is hard
to disregard the observed volatility in the lower positions of the kc,18 ranking on the basis of
lack of trust in these countries’ reports. Rather it should be pointed out that relying solely
on export data, MR indicators are vulnerable to sudden changes in export figures (which
can happen in contexts of important changes in trade or industrial policies, political environ-
ment, etc.). This prevents the achievement of an accurate measure of economic complexity
for countries where these kind of changes occur. Explaining the situation in each of these
volatile countries escapes the aim of this work, but it will be important to have in mind that
there is an important source of noise here that should be addressed.

Figure 4 also shows that it is not usual to see changes in more than 40 positions and most
countries never face a change of 20 positions. Table A.1 shows the list of all 178 coun-
tries sorted by f . The table also includes population (in thousands), per capita GDP at PPP
(rgd pl) and the Hirschmann-Herfindahl index of export diversification (HH). This later in-
dex will be properly defined in equation (7) of section 7 but it should be pointed that it ranges
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Figure 4: Maximum changes in kc,18 ranking for each country (sorted by its 2007 level)
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between 0 and 1 and that a value close to 1 indicates a very concentrated export basket. The
table allows to conclude that those countries having very large changes (say f >40) are either
very small, very concentrated or have a well known record of economic instability during the
period considered here.

Summing up, indicators that come from higher iterations levels achieve to sort countries in a
more stable way and their correlation with per capita GDP is greater than that of less iterated
indicators, despite their small variability. This would be indicating that they manage to mea-
sure economic complexity more accurately. Although even and odd indicators nourish from
different sources of information the outcome they give is practically the same. The correla-
tion between highly iterated indicators of economic complexity is almost 1. Highly iterated
indicators exhibit nonetheless strong volatility in their country sorting over the years, which
seems to be something to address. Following Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and Hidalgo
(2009) this work will focus mainly on even indicators although some results will be pre-
sented for odd indicators as well. Even indicators, being positively correlated with income
yield results that can be read more intuitively. Also following those authors this work will
take kc,18 as the highest iterated indicator of economic complexity.

5.3 Limitations of the MR

MR indicators have some important limitations that should be kept in mind. First, to mea-
sure economic complexity by looking at what a country is exporting implies assuming that
every country exports with revealed comparative advantages all products for which it has the
required capabilities. But of course this might not be the case. In a context of uncertainty
about the results of a given enterprise, as described in Hausmann and Rodrik (2003), some
productions might have not being discovered yet, although required capabilities are available
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in the economy. In such cases MR indicators will be undervaluing countries’ complexity. It
could be argued that this problem will be strongly affecting those countries that have accu-
mulated a great number of capabilities more recently, since these economies probably had
less time to learn what they can do with their capabilities.

The fact that indicators are considering as exported by a country only those products with
high RCAc,p is another limitation since it implies that they are also ignoring many processes
that might be adding complexity to the country’s economy although their RCA level is not
that large.

Related to this, an arbitrary decision is taken when choosing a specific R∗ threshold. The
definition of the RCAc,p index given in (1) expresses that country c has greater revealed com-
parative advantage in product p whenever the share that product has in the country’s export
basket increases with respect to its share in global trade. It is only natural, and it is also a
widespread convention, to say that product p has RCA in country c whenever RCAc,p > 1
which imposes that the numerator in 1 is greater than the denominator. However, as ex-
plained, in the construction of MR indicators only products with RCAc,p > R∗ are being
considered and the rest are overlooked. It seems that the threshold R∗ = 1 is somewhat ar-
bitrary since there is no good reason to ignore a product that has an RCA just below the
threshold.

It should also be noticed that the original proposal for the construction of MR indicators,
which uses only product exports, is completely ignoring production of goods for the do-
mestic market and services. This is a strong impediment when trying to get closer to an
economy’s technological capabilities, since both kinds of production are able to add tech-
nological learning into the productive structure of a country. It is not easy to replace the
database used since records on domestic market production and services are not available
with the same level of comparability and with the same periodicity as product exports are.
Still, Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) addressed this issue. They constructed the MR indica-
tors upon a database of total production from Chile and concluded that results obtained from
the MR indicators are not strongly influenced by the fact that it uses only product export data.

None of the limitations stated above imply that MR indicators are useless. Rather they are
pointing out that information being considered might not be complete. The fact that MR
indicators might be underestimating economic complexity does not prevent the indicators
to increase the available knowledge regarding countries’ complexity, which can be a very
useful thing.
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6 The filter used

Economic complexity is typically a long term phenomenon: countries acquire and loose ca-
pabilities over time but the global complexity of an economy should not depend strongly on
short term issues. However, as previously shown, strong volatility in the kc,18 country rank-
ing is not infrequent, especially among less complex economies. This volatility is explained
by the fact that MR indicators take information form export data only and can be the result of
many diverse factors (sudden changes in trade or industrial policies, political environment,
etc.) the study of which exceeds the aim of this work. Still, the resulting volatility does cast
doubts about the true complexity of those economies and constitutes an important source of
noise for regression analysis.

To clean for these sources of noise a filter will be used here, based on the maximum kc,18

ranking change from one year to the next (previously denoted f ). That is, countries that have
a ranking change between any two years greater than a certain number are being dropped
from the analysis. This choice for the filter provides this work with a flexible criterion in
which the filter threshold can be changed and it is possible to analyse the impact this has on
the results6.

As the limit imposed to f is decreased, increasingly significant results are expected since this
implies getting rid of the noise brought by excess variability in the complexity indicator. Of
course if the limit is too low then too many observations will be dropped and the relationship
will not appear to be so clear. There is therefore a trade-off to consider here.

Note that Table A.1 shows the list of 178 countries considered in this analysis, sorted accord-
ing to the f level stemming out from the benchmark scenario used here (R∗=1). The reader
can use that table to check which countries are being included in the set of observations of
every regression performed here under the benchmark case. As mentioned in Section 5.2 the
large majority of countries remain when the limit f is set at 40. The filters actually used in
most cases are, as will be shown, less restrictive than that.

7 Main control variables

The only two control variables used in regressions performed by Hidalgo and Hausmann
(2009) to show the main three properties that are going to be tested here are the Hirschmann-

6There are many ways to perform the same task. A different alternative could have been to base the criterion
upon the quantity of times a country changes from one quantile of the kc,18 distribution to another, but that
would imply a greater probability of deletion of countries close to the quantile limit. The filtering choice made
here avoids the latter problem and allows flexibility, without loosing simplicity and transparency.
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Herfindahl (HHc) concentration index and Theil’s Entropy index (Ec) of diversification (Theil,
1972). It is not surprising that the authors are not using more control variables in their re-
gressions since, as explained, MR complexity indicators are supposed to be measuring capa-
bilities in a broad sense. The inclusion of most control variables usually included in growth
regressions to capture different kinds of capabilities (different resources abundance, geogra-
phy, institutional quality, etc.) can therefore be redundant.

The main purpose of introducing export diversification (or concentration) controls in income
and growth regressions is to show that MR complexity indicators are able to explain a larger
percentage of the dependent variable’s variability compared to what diversification indica-
tors can explain, which would mean that MR indicators are richer.

The HHc index is a standard measure of market concentration but can be applied to a coun-
try’s export basket to evaluate its concentration level, as is done here. The index is defined
as follows:

HHc =
Np

∑
p=1

 xc,p
Np

∑
p=1

xc,p


2

(7)

HHc ranges between 0 and 1. As can be seen, the term in brackets is the share of product
p in country’s c export basket, so the higher the index the more concentrated the exports of
country c are in fewer products.

The Ec index is a widely used measure of inequality and can be applied to measure the
diversification of a country export basket if defined as follows:

Ec =−
Np

∑
p=1

 xc,p
Np

∑
p=1

xc,p

 .log

 xc,p
Np

∑
p=1

xc,p

 (8)

Ec is always positive and high values of the index implies that country c has a highly diver-
sified export basket.

8 Results

This section will submit to different robustness checks three of the main properties of the MR
complexity indicators: 1) that they are related with countries’ current income levels, 2) that
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they predict future long term growth, and 3) that they predict future short term growth. These
properties are originally tested in Tables S6-S10 of the Appendix in Hidalgo and Hausmann
(2009). Following the authors focus will be given to even and highly iterated indicators
from the kc vector. As explained in section 5.2 highly iterated indicators present a stronger
correlation with per capita income than less iterated indicators. Also, as i grows correlation
between even and odd indicator goes to 1, which makes the exposition of odd indicators
redundant. Special focus will be given to kc,18 which is the highest iterated even indicator
computed by the authors and constitutes the main reference used by them when economic
complexity needs to be evaluated (see for example Hidalgo (2009)).

For each of the properties the procedure will be as follows. First, results obtained following
the same methodological steps as in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) will be presented. The
only methodological departure in this first step is the use of the more disaggregated six-digit
database. If no significant results are found, the next step is to explore conditions under
which significant results could be found. This is done by filtering for countries that present
too much volatility according to the kc,18 indicator, by including more control variables in
the regressions and by dropping outliers in countries’ income distribution. When significant
results appear the procedure will be to test how much results depend on what is considered
here to be the most important methodological decision made in the construction of MR indi-
cators, i.e. the choice of the R∗ parameter.

At the end of this section an additional part is included in which another important method-
ological decision in the construction of MR indicators is modified, i.e. the inclusion of
intermediate products, with the purpose of analysing how the indicators perform under this
new setting.

8.1 Influence of MR indicators on income

This section analyses the relationship between the level of per capita income and different
measures of complexity. The first exercise to do, is follow Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) by
computing simple cross-section OLS regressions for a single year where the log per capita
income at purchasing parity power is the dependent variable and a measure of complexity is
the main regressor. Different components of vector kc are used as measures of complexity
and their performance as explanatory variables are compared against the two diversification
indexes presented. Table 3 shows the results for the same specifications presented in Table
S6 in the Appendix of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) using data of the same year (2000).

All coefficient signs are as expected. The even components of the kc vector have positive
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effects on income which is as expected since they measure economic complexity. Addi-
tionally, Ec has a positive sign which is as expected too since, according to the literature,
diversification is positively related to countries’ income levels. The only odd indicator in-
cluded in Table 3, kc,1, presents a negative coefficient which is in line with intuition since this
indicator measure the average ubiquity of products exported by each country. Furthermore,
HHc has a negative coefficient which is not surprising either since it is a measure of export
concentration and this is, according to the literature, negatively related to income. It can also
be seen that, among even components of the kc vector, higher iteration levels yield greater
coefficients. This is due to the fact that, as shown in Figure 1, the variability of the indicator
decreases with its iteration level.

Every component of the kc vector is significant at 1% in each regression. Moreover columns
3-8 show how regressions using kc indicators have greater adjusted-R2 than regressions using
only HHc or Ec (columns 1 and 2). Given that the number of regressors and observations are
the same in every of these specifications this means that the percentage of income explained
by MR indicators is greater than that explained by diversification indicators. Notice also
that the adjusted-R2 grows when the specification uses a higher iterated kc components as
regressor, reaching a level of 0.36 for kc,18 in column 8. This is lower that what Hidalgo and
Hausmann (2009) find for the same year using a less aggregated dataset.

Finally, columns 9-11 show how little HHc and Ec add to the explanation of per capita in-
come above what already is explained by kc,18. The adjusted-R2 remains almost unchanged
when including both diversification indicators and their coefficient are not significant.

All these conclusions are similar to those extracted by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and
arise when performing this exercise for every year of the sample. Table A.2 shows results for
a pooled estimation of observations from every year in the period 1995-2007 and including
year dummies (not shown in the table to facilitate exposition)7. The table depicts the same
picture, the only difference being that kc,8 and kc,12 present adjusted-R2 that are a little larger
than that of kc,18 (see columns 6-8 of Table A.2). This is why Table A.2 includes columns
12 and 13 which show results using kc,8 and kc,12 in specifications that include the controls
added in column 11. It can be seen that these less iterated indicators perform as good as kc,18.
Notice that all these results were obtained without the need of filtering the database to clean
for extremely variable countries in terms of kc,18.

7The reason why the number of observations is 2,309 instead of (178*13=) 2,314 is that, as already ex-
plained, Timor-Leste has missing values in their GDP reports for the period 1995-1999.
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8.1.1 Changing the R∗ threshold in income regressions

This section checks how sensitive the former results are to changes in the R∗ threshold. In-
creasing R∗ would mean to be more restrictive regarding what the matrix Mc,p assigns a 1 to.
This would imply a smaller number of highly competitive exports to be considered in each
country and the rest would be ignored. Setting a smaller value for R∗ implies the opposite.

Table 4: Income regressions. Pooled OLS estimations for all years with different R∗ thresh-
old levels

Table 4 show results for the same specifications included in columns 11-13 of Table A.2,
using MR indicators constructed with alternative values of the R∗ threshold, namely 0.8, 0.9,
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1.1 and 1.2. Results show how MR complexity indicators still present highly significant
coefficients in every case and the percentage explained in each specification is very similar
between cases. It is also remarkable how the magnitude of the coefficients of the different
MR indicators grow as lower R∗ thresholds are imposed. This could be interpreted as re-
sulting from the inclusion of more products into the analysis which could be enriching the
indicators with more information. This interesting fact could be subject of further research.

When performing the same cross-section analysis as done in Table 3 for each year and each
R∗ threshold, the same conclusions always arise. Due to space constraints these results are
omitted here. Results indicate that MR complexity indicators, and especially those stemming
from a medium-to-large number of iterations, explain countries’ per capita income quite ro-
bustly. This conclusion holds even using a more disaggregated database (that contains more
disaggregated product and also more countries), without the need of filtering the country
sample and even when the R∗ parameter is modified.

8.2 Potentiality of MR indicators to predict long-term growth

In order to test the performance of the MR indicators as predictors of future growth the first
step is to perform a similar analysis as done in Tables S7 and S8 in the Appendix of Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009). In both tables the authors present OLS regressions to explain the av-
erage growth rate of long time periods (20-years in Table S7 and 10-years in Table S8). Each
specification uses as main regressors a different pair of even and odd kc indicators. Although
the magnitude of the coefficients reported for 20-year periods are greater than those for 10-
year periods, the authors conclude that MR indicators significantly predict future growth in
both time spans. Therefore, even though the longest time span this work can cover is 13
years, it should still be possible to find significant results.

When computing the same regressions upon the database used here results do not support
the conclusion that any of the kc indicators can be used as predictors of future growth. It
should be noticed that original specifications include even and odd indicators which are
highly correlated specially when the number of iterations is high. Table A.3 shows results
for specifications that do not include odd indicators in order to better capture the effect that
a given indicator has on growth, avoiding multicollinearity.

In Sections 8.2.1 8.2.2 and 8.2.3, conditions under which it is possible to find significant
results will be explored.
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8.2.1 Using the country filter

Significant results are found when filtering for observations with f <55, that is, dropping
from the analysis countries for which the maximum variation between any two years is
greater than 55 ranking positions. The reader can check in Table A.1 which are the countries
being left aside, which in this case rise up to 17. Table 5 shows results, when this filter
is applied, for the same OLS regressions specified in Table A.3 (also with robust standard
errors). Except for kc,0, all other kc indicators help predict future growth with a confidence
level of 5%. It should be noticed that the inclusion of the diversification indexes together
with kc,18 turns the regressions non significant (see the p-value of the F statistic of the test
of joint significance for columns 8-10). Judging by these results, and taking into account the
magnitude of the coefficients, the best specification to predict future growth would be one
including only kc,18 (column 7).

These results are greatly sensible to the filter applied. Table A.4 report results for estimations
using kc,18 as main regressor, both with and without diversification controls, for different
limit values imposed to f . Both the significance and magnitude of the effect the indicator
has on growth increases as the variability allowed to each country ( f ) is reduced. This is
also the case for the Adjusted-R2 and the significance of the regression as a whole, and these
conclusions hold whether diversification controls are included (columns 1-3) variables or not
(columns 4-6).

Presented evidence seems to be suggesting that kc,18 can function as predictor of future
growth when the country filter is selective enough.

8.2.2 Including more control variables

Although Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) do not include any control variables other than di-
versification indexes in their income and growth regressions, variables accounting for human
capital are included in Table 8 of Hausmann et al.(2007) when testing the predictive power
of kc,18 predecessor, EXPY . Table 6 present results using two different measures of human
capital: ltertiary (already defined) and leducexp which is the log of the percentage of GNI
devoted to education. Dummy variables to signal low and middle income countries were
also included to better capture the effect income can have in growth regressions. To con-
struct these dummy variables the World Bank Classification of countries8 is used. Results
are reported for three different country filter levels: f <45, 70 and 95.

8Available at http://data.worldbank.org/about/country-classifications/country-and-lending-groups.
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Table 6 shows again how magnitude and significance of kc,18 coefficients grow in almost ev-
ery specification as the limit for f is decreased. Columns 1-3 show that, when the filter is set
at f < 45, kc,18 significantly predicts future growth even when both human capital controls
are included. It is also possible to find significant values for larger country samples (i.e. for
less restrictive f levels) if leducexp is included9.

Columns 4, 8 and 12 include the poor and middle dummy variables to the specification
presenting higher and more significant coefficients for kc,18 (i.e. the one including only
leducexp to approximate human capital). Both dummy variables are jointly significant and
present negative signs which implies that richer countries had a greater average growth over
this period after controlling for export diversification, complexity and human capital. Most
important to the purposes of this work, it can be seen that the inclusion of these controls
do not hinder the significance of kc,18, but rather they enhance it. This suggests that there
is some difference in observations (specifically a negative effect upon growth for poor and
middle income countries) that is not captured by kc,18 alone, but once this effect is controlled
for the predictive power of kc,18 increases.

8.2.3 Removing fast growing and decreasing countries

Besides variability in the complexity index, outliers from the growth rate distribution could
bring noise to the true relationship between the two variables. As explained in Section 5.3,
MR indicators probably underestimate economic complexity in countries that are experienc-
ing rapid structural changes. This justifies the introduction of an alternative filter: one that
ignores countries going through extraordinarily rapid processes, in order to avoid this source
of noise.

Table A.5 presents results for the same specifications in Table 6 having dropped observa-
tions belonging to either the top or bottom 5% of the distribution of the average growth rate
(avggr). Results show how this modification makes kc,18 more significant in some specifi-
cations but less significant in others so there is no clear conclusion for the effect that these
outliers have on the regressions used here.

9Notice that both human capital measures are available for a limited number of countries so less countries
are used when these variables are included. This problem is more severe for ltertiary than for leducexp since
the former is reported for a smaller number of countries. Given that most countries with high f are also
countries for which human capital variables are not available, the inclusion of these variables makes the filter
less effective in removing countries for higher filter levels. This explains why relaxing the filter from f < 70 to
f < 95 only two observation are gained.
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8.2.4 Changing the R∗ threshold

This section will test the robustness of the former results to changes in the R∗ threshold using
alternative values R∗=0.8, 0.9, 1.1 and 1.2. Section 8.1.1 showed that by changing the thresh-
old up or down it is possible to find significant results in income regressions as specified by
Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). The link between MR indicators of complexity and income
proved to be a fairly robust result. Non significant results arise however when performing
the same exercise on growth regressions.

Table A.6 show results for the same specifications computed in columns 7-10 of Table 5
( f <55 is used here too), which follow the specifications used in Hidalgo and Hausmann
(2009). Results indicate that, using these specifications, growth regression outcomes are
very sensitive to the R∗ threshold chosen. Significant coefficients for kc,18 are only found in
some specifications for R∗=1.1.

It is possible to find a filter level for which significant results are obtained with all alternative
R∗ values. In Table A.7 results are presented for each of the alternative R∗ thresholds, with a
country filter set at f < 30. That table shows significant results for kc,18 as predictor of future
growth in every case. Figure A.3 shows the magnitude and confidence interval of the kc,18

coefficients in growth regressions using only that complexity indicator (besides GDP level in
1995 and a constant) to predict the 13-year average growth, for every value of country filter,
(i.e. for every f allowed). Each panel depicts the picture for each of the four alternative R∗

thresholds used here. These figures show how, in order to get significant results, it is neces-
sary to apply a very strong country filter. Some of them also show that when the filter applied
is too strong, coefficients go back to non-significant due to the little amount of observations.

Evidence suggests that kc,18 is a weak predictor of future growth when applied under spec-
ifications used by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) since its significance suffers greatly when
changing the R∗ threshold and depends strongly upon the country sample used. A different
situation arises when more control variables are included into specifications. As shown in
section 8.2.2 the growth predicting power of kc,18 can be greatly enhanced when introducing
more controls, especially dummies for poor and middle income countries. Table A.8 shows
results of growth regressions including both diversification indexes, leducexp to proxy hu-
man capital and both dummies for poor and middle income countries. Variable ltertiary is
not included because there are many countries that do not report that information and thus,
when the variable is included, filters do not make a difference in the country sample. It
is remarkable how the inclusion of these controls makes kc,18 highly significant for all the
selected R∗ thresholds. This implies that R∗ is not strongly determining the results when
these controls are included. Regarding differences brought about by changing the country
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filter level the usual conclusion applies: magnitude and significance of the kc,18 coefficient
increases as the allowed f is reduced.

8.3 Potentiality of MR indicators to predict short-term growth

This section analyses how much MR indicators can contribute to the prediction of short term
growth. In Table S9 of Hausmann and Hidalgo (2009), the authors present regressions with
MR indicators in one year as explanatory variables and the following 5-year average growth
rates as independent variables. They use observations from years 1985, 1990, 1995 and 2000
to do this. Since the total time span in this work is 13-years Table A.9 is constructed using
years 1995 and 2000 with the purpose of finding similar results, but of course there are only
two observations per country instead of four. Regressions in Table A.9 are also performed
with robust standard errors and odd complexity indicators are not included, again, to avoid
multicollinearity. Results show how every MR indicator used has a very small and non sig-
nificant coefficient and no single regression can be considered a good fit.

These results are dependent on which five-year period is considered. It is possible to find
significant coefficients for kc,18 if different five-year periods are used. This is shown in Table
A.10 where results are obtained for the same specifications from Table A.9 but the five-year
periods used are those starting in 1998 and 2003. Still, the magnitude of these coefficients is
very small. As has been discussed, the variability of kc,18 is very small which means that the
coefficients in the regressions should be large if the indicator is to have some impact upon
the dependent variable10.

It is possible to get more observations for each country by specifying regressions where
the dependent variable is the average growth rate for each of the five-year periods starting
in years 1995 to 2003, and explanatory variables take their values from the initial year of
each of these five-year periods. This procedure yields nine observations per country. Table
A.11 shows results for the same specifications from Tables A.9 and A.10 using these rolling
five-year periods. It is noticeable that kc,18 has a significant but very small and negative
coefficient. The negative sign is at odds with intuition and it is also appearing in Table S9
for the specification including only kc,18 and income level as explanatory variables. In order
to check whether the sign changes when kc,19 is added to the regression, as it is the case in
Table S9 of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009), that indicator is introduced. However signs do
not change as shown in columns 11-14 of the table.

10A coefficient of 0.0113 for kc,18 as shown in Table A.10 implies that an increase of 0.02 in the complexity
measure (that would be enough to take a country from the bottom of the indicator distribution and place it at
the very top) would imply an increase of 0.0002 in the average growth rate of a country if other controls are
held constant. Given that the average five-year growth rate for any five year period is of 0.02168, the enormous
increase assumed for kc,18 would impact the growth rate of the country only by around 1%.
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Another interesting exercise is to perform regressions using the panel structure of the database
which allows to incorporate country fixed-effects as done in Table S10 of Hidalgo and Haus-
mann (2009). Table A.12 report results for the different specifications using a fixed effects
estimator. These results show again coefficients for kc,18 being negative and very small
(columns 7-10), and the same happens for kc,8 in column 6.

8.3.1 Exploring for more meaningful results

Results do not change when control variables are added and different country filter levels are
used as shown in columns 1-5 of Table A.13. Columns 6-10 compute the same specifications
upon a database in which outliers from the growth rate distribution have been removed and,
as can be seen, this does not make the coefficient of kc,18 greater or positive either.

The fact that coefficient the of kc,18 is so small leads to conclude that MR indicators are
not contributing much in predicting future growth in the short term. This result does not
seem surprising. After all, the literature explains that economic complexity is something that
materializes over time and therefore the link between complexity and growth is typically a
long term phenomenon.

8.4 Removing intermediate products from the construction of MR in-
dicators

Relying solely on export data as information source the MR indicators are vulnerable to
changes in export figures. These changes can be reflecting many different things and some
of them could be considered as unrelated to economic complexity. For example, the increas-
ing fragmentation of production across national boundaries due to firms’ strategical decisions
could be considered as a source of distortion to the ability of MR indicators to capture eco-
nomic complexity. This section proposes the exercise of constructing the MR indicators
upon a database that does not consider intermediate products with the aim of eliminating
that source of distortion. Of course, to eliminate intermediate products trade from the anal-
ysis can yield a great informational loss. By comparing results stemming under the setting
proposed here with those previously obtained it will be possible to evaluate how important
is intermediate product trade information to MR indicators.

To filter out intermediate products this work uses the upstreamness index presented in Antras
et al. (2012) which measures the average distance each product has to the final consumer
market. The authors construct such a measure using data from the US Input-Output matrix
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of the year 2002 and computing the weighted average position of the output of industry i in
the value chain following the next formula:

ui = 1.
Fi

Yi
+2.

N
∑
j=1

di jFj

Yi
+3.

N
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j=1

N
∑

k=1
dikdk jFj

Yi
+4.

N
∑
j=1

N
∑

k=1

N
∑

l=1
dildlkdk jFj

Yi
+ ... (9)

where Yi is the gross product of industry i, Fi represents the amount of total outcome of prod-
uct i destined to the final good market, N is the total amount of industries in the economy
and di, j is the value of good i required to produce a unit of good j. The authors them-
selves provide a database with their ui for each product in the HS classification at a six-digit
aggregation level11 in which they also include a correction to account for the impact of in-
ternational trade on the I-O information (see Antras et al. (2012) for details).

Data availability does not allow to build the indicators for the countries in this analysis so
the author’s dataset is used here as a rough approximation to global upstreamness. Then,
MR indicators are constructed upon the BACI keeping only products with ui < 1.41 which
is the threshold of the first quartile in the distribution of the index when considering only
manufacturing industries, i.e. these are the products that can be considered as closer to final
consumption.

The resulting MR indicators have greater variability in terms of kc,18 which is not a good
sign since this variability was one of the sources of noise that has to be addressed in previous
sections in order to get significant results. As shown in Figure 5 (built for year 2007) new
volatility is especially high among high kc,18 countries.

Figure 5: Maximum changes in kc,18 ranking for each country, sorted by its 2007 level
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Table A.14 shows results for cross-section income regressions for three different years (1995,
2000 and 2007) using indicators kc,12 and kc,18 as main regressors. Section 8.1 showed
these indicators are significantly explaining income, but results after filtering for intermedi-
ate products are not so clear. It is noticeable how results vary strongly between years: MR
indicators have huge, significant and positive coefficients in 1995, they are not significant
in 2000 and they become again significant but negative in 2007. There is no reasonable
explanation for these strong changes so these results lead to the conclusion that the loss of
information brought by the deletion of intermediate product is too strong and MR indicators
have lost their explanatory power.

Long and short term growth regressions were also performed to compare results with those
from sections 8.2 and 8.3. Long term regressions present no significant results when per-
formed without any kind of country filter. Table A.15 show results following the same spec-
ifications used in Table 6. The same filter f levels could not be applied since they imply a
huge loss of observations. The country filter used is therefore less demanding. Notice that
the allowed volatility is very large (only countries with position changes of more than 125
places from one year to the next in a ranking of 178 countries are being dropped) and still the
amount of countries left-out is very important. Results in Table A.15 show that there is no
filter level for which MR significantly predict long-term growth. Table A.16 replicate results
from short-term growth regressions in Table A.12. Again, no significant results are found.

Results are clearly showing that MR indicators suffer greatly from the informational loss
derived from the exclusion of intermediate products in their construction. This is not re-
ally surprising since intermediate products exports are actually one of the main sources of
information nourishing MR indicators. The main idea behind these indicators is that when-
ever data shows country A exporting product z and its input y this should be interpreted as
evidence of A being a more complex economy than B who only exports product z. Under
the broad definition of capabilities that has been adopted here, there is no reason, other than
lack of capabilities,, that could explain why B is not exporting y. Wages that have become
too high for competitive production, tax incentives in the new host country, and every other
component in the large list of reasons that could be behind the decision of a firm in B to
shift y’s production to another country should be included in the list of capabilities that are
required to the production of that good. It can be seen then how intermediate product trade
information is of crucial importance in the construction of MR indicators.
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9 Conclusions

Many works have discussed the relationship between a country’s current production and its
long term growth possibilities. Recently, some of them have entered the discussion em-
pirically, in what appeared to be a difficult but potentially very important task. Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009) presented a very strong tool, the Method of Reflections (MR) which
yields indicators of both economic complexity and product sophistication. The work finds
that indicators of economic complexity significantly explain current per capita GDP and also
contribute in the prediction of its growth. Previous works from the same group of researchers
suggested measures of distance between current production and potentially produced goods.
All these tools combined can provide policy-makers with detailed insights to better design
industrial policies that help economies diversify “the right way” and accumulate valuable ca-
pabilities, which would enhance their growth prospectives. This potentiality provides enough
justification to take a closer look at MR indicators. This work has tested the explanatory and
predictive power of MR indicators of economic complexity by comparing results in Hidalgo
and Hausmann (2009) with new results obtained under different conditions.

This work first computed MR indicators upon a different dataset (the BACI) which allows
a closer approximation to actual products (it reports goods at a six-digit aggregation level
instead of the four-digits originally used). This feature makes the database more suitable
to extract economic complexity information. The use of the BACI has the shortcoming of
reporting data for a shorter time span (1995-2007) than the one used to find MR properties
(1962-2000), but it also presents the benefit of including a greater number of countries with
enough information for the analysis done here (95 against 178). The main characteristics of
MR indicators also arise when computed upon the BACI. MR indicators get more complex
as i increases: low iterated indicators are rough approximations to economic complexity and
are vulnerable to different distortionary effects, but highly iterated indicators are less depen-
dent on these effects and present a much richer informational basis.

The main properties attributed to MR complexity indicators are tested then, i.e. that they
are related with countries’ income levels, that they predict future long term growth, and that
they also predict growth in the short term. For this task the first step was to compute the
same regressions used by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) to sustain these conclusions, but
using this work’s proposed database. When no significant results are found the regression
analysis is modified to explore conditions under which significant results could be found.
This implies using a country filter to remove countries that present a too large kc,18 volatility,
including more control variables in the regressions and dropping countries that are outliers
in the growth rate distribution. These changes allowed this work to state the circumstances
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under which significant results can be found. When significant results are found their robust-
ness to alterations in the R∗ parameter is tested. This parameter appears to be a reasonable
but arbitrary choice in MR indicators construction that allows for modifications.

Results support the conclusion that MR indicators of economic complexity perform well as
explanatory variables of a country’s current per capita GDP. Every component of the kc vec-
tor tested here has a significant coefficient in cross section regressions performed for every
year in the sample, and their signs are as expected. The only important difference found
here with respect to results from Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) is that some indicators with
an intermediate iteration level (like kc,8 or kc,12) are found to explain a higher proportion
of income variability than the highest iterated indicator considered kc,18. This is also found
in pooled OLS regressions using data for the entire period. Results also hold when the R∗

threshold is modified around its original value of 1.

Testing whether MR’s complexity indicators can function as predictors of future growth in
the long-term results show that this depends greatly on the country sample used. Given
that economic complexity is built over the long term, indicators measuring that phenomenon
should not present large variations from one year to the next. MR indicators of economic
complexity, being constructed solely upon export data, show variations that indicate the ex-
istence of some noise between their information source and what they are trying to measure.
The regression analysis done here shows that the noise can be too much when the country
sample is not filtered for too volatile kc,18 countries, and this can prevent the indicators to
properly predict future growth.

Adding control variables previously used in the literature, like human capital indicators and
dummy variables for poor and middle income countries can also increase the significance
of kc,18 as predictor of future growth in the long term. The inclusion of these variables
can also make kc,18 overcome the test of moving the R∗ threshold: when no control vari-
ables are included it is required to strengthen the country filter level too much in order to
get significant results for kc,18 for alternative values of R∗, while including control variables
makes significant coefficients appear even when no country filter is used. Finally removing
fast growing or decreasing countries does not seem to have an important effect on the results.

The fact that the time span used here is only 13 years long could partly explain why MR
indicators do not appear to be as strong predictors of long term growth as in Hidalgo and
Hausmann (2009). That work shows that there are great differences in the effects MR indi-
cators exhibit over the average growth rate when this rate is the average of a 20-year time
period in contrast to when it corresponds to a 10-year time span.
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Results do not support the conclusion that MR economic complexity indicators are good pre-
dictors of growth in the short term. Outcomes differ greatly when changing the initial year of
the five-year periods used in estimations. In every regression performed, coefficients for MR
indicators are too small and some of them present signs that are at odds with intuition. This
is why this work concludes that complexity indicators are not good predictors of short-term
growth. This conclusion is supported by the literature reviewed here which states that the
relationship between economic complexity and growth materializes over the long term.

Finally this work presented a brief but interesting exercise by comparing previous results
with those coming from the use of a set of MR indicators built upon a database that excluded
intermediate products. The exclusion would oblige MR indicators to gather information only
from final products trade which could be considered helpful to avoid the misinformation in-
termediate trade data could bring. In contrast, by using only final products this proposal is
ignoring one of the sources of information that nourishes the MR indicators the most and
helps distinguishing countries capabilities. Results show that the MR indicators lose their
power to explain current income and predict future growth when the proposed deviation is
applied, which implies that MR indicators are enriched by the information delivered by in-
termediate products.

This work has also pointed at some interesting possibilities for future research. The find-
ing that the magnitude of the coefficients of MR indicators grow as lower R∗ thresholds are
imposed is something to be explored. It would also be interesting to look for some other
variables that could be included in growth regressions enhancing their predicting possibili-
ties.
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Appendix

Table A.1: All countries sorted by maximum change in kc,18 ranking ( f )
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Table A.1(cont.): All countries sorted by maximum change in kc,18 ranking ( f )
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Table A.2: Income regressions. Pooled OLS for all years
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Table A.4: Growth regressions (13-year average growth rate as dependent variable). Sensi-
tivity to different filter levels
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Table A.6: Growth regressions (13-year average growth rate as dependent variable). Differ-
ent R∗ thresholds ( f < 55)
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Table A.7: Growth regressions. Results for different R∗ values ( f < 30)

Table A.8: Growth regressions with controls. Sensitivity to R∗ and f
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Table A.11: Short-term growth regressions (moving averages growth rates for all 5-year
periods starting between 1995 and 2003 as dependant variable)
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Figure A.1: kc,i results as i grows (even i,
2007)

Figure A.2: kc,18 ranking over the period
1995-2007
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Figure A.3: Influence of 1995 kc,18 as predictor of next 13-year average growth as f varies
and for different R∗ thresholds
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